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Climate Change in Ecuador | Global Citizen Year
Global Citizen Year › updates › climate-c...
Dec 19, 2016 · Ask almost any member of the Illescas family about the effects of climate change in Ecuador and you are guaranteed an answer relating to water. A logical concern in a country more most rivers ...

Ecuador steps up its fight against climate change ...
LatinAmericanScience.org › 2013/11 › e...
Nov 6, 2013 · Ecuador contributes around 0.1% of the globe’s greenhouse gases but the effects of climate change are evident throughout the country, especially around sources of water. Between 1996 and ...

Ecuador | UNDP’s Climate Change Adaptation Portal
Adaptation-undp.org › south-america › e...
Ecuador faces a variety of climate change risks associated with changes in temperature and precipitation, as well as possible alterations to ocean currents. Given its geographical location and complex topography
Climate Change in Ecuador | Global Citizen Year
Global Citizen Year › updates › climate-c...
Dec 19, 2016 · Ask almost any member of the Illescas family about the effects of climate change in Ecuador and you are guaranteed an answer relating to water. A logical concern in a country more most rivers ...

Ecuador steps up its fight against climate change ...
LatinAmericanScience.org › 2013/11 › e...
Nov 6, 2013 · Ecuador contributes around 0.1% of the globe's greenhouse gases but the effects of climate change are evident throughout the country, especially around sources of water. Between 1996 and ...

Ecuador | UNDP's Climate Change Adaptation Portal
Adaptation-undp.org › south-america › e...
Ecuador faces a variety of climate change risks associated with changes in temperature and precipitation, as well as possible alterations to ocean currents. Given its geographical location and varied topography:
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without the board

- browser
- mobile device
Collins's Jam
...meanwhile back to pedagogy

What kinds of activities could you use in a classroom setting?

- Authority example (ranking or choosing the most authoritative site)
- Close reading of literary or scientific text
- Into the stacks

Michigan liberal arts colleges collaboration--see Feb. 14 Inside Higher Ed.
thank-you!

what questions do you have?
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